AKVIS ARTSUITE 13: RANDOM PATTERNS FRAME, UPDATED TEXTURE LIBRARY!
January 23, 2018 — AKVIS announces a major update of ArtSuite, a versatile photo
decoration software. Version 13 comprises various new features and modifications
including the new Random Patterns frame, updated Texture Library, new default frames,
Frame Pack Manager, user interface improvements, etc.
AKVIS ArtSuite offers a diverse collection of visual effects and frames that are aimed
to improve the appearance of digital photos. The program includes hundreds of high
quality patterns, textures, templates, and artistic effects that are perfectly fit for creating
holiday albums, personalized greeting cards, scrapbooks, special occasion invitations,
and much more! With a wide range of pre-defined presets carefully designed by
professional artists, there is no need to waste time on manual adjustments. It takes only
one click to turn an ordinary snapshot into amazing work of art!
Version 13 provides the brand new Random Patterns feature that allows users to mix
different patterns in one frame. The built-in Texture Library has been updated with
various new patterns and textures. The default hand painted picture frames have been
replaced with the new templates.
Also, the software offers new ready-to-use presets, user-friendly icons instead of some
check-boxes, the Frame Pack Manager, full compatibility with Photoshop CC 2018, and
other changes.
Download AKVIS ArtSuite 13 and try all features of the software during the 10-day trial
period.
The software runs on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; Mac OS X 10.7-10.11 and macOS
10.12-10.13. The product is available as a standalone application and as a plugin filter
for AliveColors, Adobe Photoshop and other image editors.
AKVIS ArtSuite, Home license, sells for $39. One license key allows activating and
using the software on two computers. Consult the official website for more details about
license types and prices of the software.
The update is free for users who bought ArtSuite in the last 12 months. Users, whose
license is older and is not valid for the new version, can get ArtSuite 13 for only $14.95.
AKVIS (akvis.com) specializes in development of video & image processing software.
Since the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful products:
standalone applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Mac.
About the Program: akvis.com/en/artsuite/index.php
What's New: akvis.com/en/artsuite/whats-new.php
Screenshot: akvis.com/en/artsuite/screenshots-artistic-effects.php
Download: akvis.com/en/artsuite/download-artistic-effects.php
Tutorial: akvis.com/en/artsuite-tutorial/index.php
Graphics: akvis.com/en/company/graphics.php
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